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INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE STORY BEHIND ZOMBIECRYPTOWEST
ZombieCryptoWest was born out of a desire to create an entertaining way to interact with NFT
collectibles, as well as carry out the dream of our child living inside. In particular, to shoot with all
the heart from powerful weapons in multitudes of terrible zombies. Meanwhile, we've created a
world of collectible and tradable NFT in-game characters, as well as a vast array of weapons. But
not just that. The ZombieCryptoWest universe is also a fully interactive ecosystem with many
exciting levels in which users can relish their heroes combating zombies and earning rewards along
the way.

1.2 MAKING OF THE ZOMBIECRYPTOWEST NFTS
We always wished to appoint people to own their personal digital cowboys and inhabited land. Even
if we live in the age of Z, we have chosen marvellous cartoon style for collectible heroes of
ZombieCryptoWest. Skins of our heroes were borrowed from iconic westerns with real cowboys,
shoot-outs, and chases. You will undoubtedly face unique zombie bosses, for the destruction of
which you will receive a reward using different heroes, with their unique abilities. Additionally, you
can unlock new heroes by purchasing NFTs. Along with a huge amount of amazing things in our
game, you will be absolutely delighted after seeing them.

1.3 USAGE OF ZOMBIECRYPTOWEST NFTS
After a thorough selection of specific images of the characters, we worked them out by hand to the
smallest detail. You'll meet a cowboy, a ranger, a prisoner, a saloon owner and a robot. All the levels
are so thrilling that it is merely impossible to tear yourself away from the game. We have combined
profit with pleasure - you can not just play, but also earn real money. By customizing your gear
,with unique NFT items, you increase the number of coins you earn that can be subsequently spent
on purchasing your own land and receiving profit from it.

1.4 THE PLAN FOR ZOMBIECRYPTOWEST
We have big plans for the whole ZombieCryptoWest universe. Raising the topic of the Wild West, we
aim to take you to the world of adventure, hope, and accomplishment, where courage, dexterity,
and courage are playing a major role. All of these crucial character traits have been and remain
relevant at all times. We want to use them outside of time and space.
Here are the plans for the early stages of ZombieCryptoWest::
- Several incredible ZombieCryptoWest NFT(ZCW) levels
- Hero development and the ability to create new, never seen before locations.

DIGITAL GENESIS
In order to achieve all the settled goals of ZombieCryptoWest development, there are several types
of sales for each main type of asset that serve to raise funds. This is actually the first step in a
roadmap that has been divided into various stages. All of them use the ZCW token, which is
simultaneously a BSC token. It is the best asset for liquidity and presales to be used throughout the
ecosystem of the following universe. We have separated the digital genesis of ZCW into the
following steps:

STEP 1 - SEED AND PRIVATE TOKEN SALE
- During this phase, ZCW tokens will be distributed to the first interested groups. It will help us to
prepare the first steps for a successful launch of all ensuant phases.

STEP 2 - PUBLIC SALE
- The following distribution will be done for the community and individuals interested in getting ZCW
prematurely.

STEP 3 - GENERATION 0
- We do really want the community, users, and players to be able to own the first piece of
ZombieCryptoWest's own universe before the game launches in the ALPHA dimension. These steps
are the basis of our project. Players will use the ZCW to purchase a single weapon or an entire
weapon package, and that will bring the coins into the ecosystem to use in the following game
steps.

STEP 4
- The last phase is the full post-genesis-sale phase during which we will introduce the variety of next
generations of ZCW.

STEP 5
- Launching the game

ZOMBIECRYPTOWEST ASSETS
The ZombieCryptoWest ecosystem can be split into smaller functional parts, working together to
make full efficiency of the one core ZCW asset. This token represents all utility assets that can be
used in the game.

ZOMBIECRYPTOWEST (GAME)
The main part of the ecosystem is precisely the game, which is a whole world of the Wild West,
teeming with zombies. It was designed to earn the trust of people all over the world by providing
recreation and real-time rewards for playing it. All of this goes hand-in-hand with the collectible
aspect of the ZCW. We have a desire to get the community involved as much as it's possible in order
to provide functionality for all types of users.

4.1 PLAY TO EARN
You can not only play, but also earn! How? Very easy. By completing daily tasks, quests and killing
Bosses, you will receive tokens.

4.2 AIR DROPS
The best players will be rewarded, receiving Air Drops. Become the best in the weekly rating and get
a well-deserved reward.

4.3 NFT
Customize your equipment with unique NFT items. As soon as the land is freed from zombies, you
can buy it. Open your own NFT saloon and profit from other players in your land.

PROTOCOLS AND SYSTEMS
Another important aspect of the ZombieCryptoWest project and ecosystem is all the systems on the
back end. These systems are both decentralized and centralized. Decentralized systems include
asset contracts and interaction contracts, while centralized systems are designed for the
ZombieCryptoWest API and a store for all existing metadata in our universal.
We can divide them into two groups: Mesa and Meta.
Mesa is a group of functional blocks that operate in the lower layers and handle all the main
functions.

Meta, in turn, is the opposite of the previous one, and is the block that sits at the top of the project
layer. When a user interacts with a project or part of it, they are mainly interacting with the meta
layer, or even more specifically with the ZombieCryptoWest API.

5.1 DECENTRALIZED MESA
The supercore of ZombieCryptoWest consists of data stored on the blockchain, and the main
feature of this is to prove ownership.
A secondary, but still vital feature, is the ability to mint and transfer ownership of the respective
accounts. Last but not least, blockchain provides an easy way to get information about tokens and
coins.
Decentralized assets with their own smart contracts:
• ZCW— Currency
Decentralized interactive contracts (called by the user or via API):
• Marketplace - the contract that manages the market within the game.
• User - a contract called by the game API that mints and creates a new ZCW on the basis of the
creation.
• Reward - a contract that is called by both the game API and the user, who works as a mediator
between receiving and transferring rewards.

5.2 CENTRALIZED META
The centralized part of ZombieCryptoWest is API part and part of the corresponding database. The
primary function of the API is to provide metadata for the complete ecosystem:
• ZCW Metadata
A secondary function of the API is to process player history so that everyone can see that all game
events are provable and fair. In addition, it handles other smaller functions that should not be
included in the blockchain (Achievements, or storing relationships between assets, persons, and
accounts): • Game logs, history proofs • Achievements • In-ZCW relations

COMMUNITY
The community is another important principle of the ZombieCryptoWest project. We will create a
space for users, fans and the entire community to participate in the project even outside the
ecosystem. We know how significant it is to take care of the players, because our team has
experience in creating projects with numerous players. In addition to every piece within the
ecosystem, we will establish an option for users and the community to interact with the project at a
higher level than just "users". We want the community to be part of the creative front. The game will
have room for custom content to be used there as decorations. Otherwise, we are delighted to
supply space for tech-savvy people who can create third-party apps and tasks for the game.

VISION
The complete universe of ZombieCryptoWest is a well-planned project created by a team of
founders and consultants with extensive experience in the field of game creation. The goal is to
provide a unique experience full of fun and exciting moments for all users. We don't want to be just
another game. We want to bring new aspects to this crypto world. Our main goal – to make the
game as good as it is possible. The Wild West is designed for the widest possible audience. "The Play
to Earn" aspect is not only aimed at accidental players. The Community aspect is the building block
of all successful projects, so we will work hard on it too.

TEAM
Who are we? We are just a small team of largely experienced professionals. We work hard and with
a passion to create high quality games and products. With over 10 years of experience, we have
created and published over 20 titles on various platforms such as Web, Android, iOS, and Steam.
Our games have been installed over 20 million times on App stores and are played by millions of
online gamers. Now we are working on our first game on the NFT blockchain, using all our
experience and previous work.

